Urodynamic Scientist
Area of HCS: Physiological Science
Pay scale: Band 4-7 £18k-£55k

AMAZING FACT

Your bladder can hold just over
1 pint of fluid!

These guys work alongside urologists in diagnosing and treating
patients who suffer or have problems with their urinary tract. This
normally involves using specialised equipment that can measure the
speed at which fluid travels along the urethra and then interpreting
the data from these tests to design a treatment plan for patients.
There are other tests that look at pressures within the bladder, even
checking whether muscles that control urine output are working
properly or not. This can be invasive or non-invasive. The muscles that
control if you want to let your urine out or not are called Sphincters.
The patients you work with may be embarrassed about their condition
as it could lead to them wetting themselves and having poor bladder
control. Therefore you need to be mature, understanding and
sympathetic to their condition, treating them with respect and care.

Scale of hydration from the
colour of your urine

What to do to get into this career...

GCSE
Grades A-C in
Maths, English
& Science

Top Tip
Try and get some sort
of work experience or
placement within a medical
or hospital setting. This
would be beneficial when
applying for the post
graduate course.

A – Levels or
BTEC Biology,
Chemistry
recommended

AMAZING
FACT 2
20% of men don’t wash
their hands after going
to the toilet, compared
to 10% of women!

WIN A STETHOSCOPE

Tweet, Vine or Tag us in a picture of
you with this careers poster and win
a stethoscope!
@MedicMavericks #scienceselfie
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A subject
related BSc
University
Degree
Qualification
First or 2:1

Scientist
Training
Programme
(STP) on a MSc
Course at
University

Courses to Consider
at University:
Human Biology
Physiology
Biomedical Science

AMAZING
FACT 3
When you wee, your average
flow rate is around 10-12mL /
second…. That’s just over
half a litre per minute!

Check out MedicalMavericksTV on
YouTube for loads of amazing videos
on science and the body.
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Vascular Scientist
Area of HCS: Physiological Science
Pay scale: Band 4-7 £18k-£55k

AMAZING FACT

The heart pumps on average 7200 litres
of blood per day.

There are 60,000 miles of blood vessels in the human body and these
guys explore the lot. They use non-invasive techniques like ultra-sound
to examine the blood vessels and blood flow speed.
They are trained to depict and investigate the images that the sound
waves bounce back to the computer. The images can be used to
diagnose illnesses such as: strokes, aneurysms, and deep thromboses.
Alongside this, they help the future development of non-invasive
procedures to assess blood flow and work with surgeons, nurses and
other vascular specialists.

SEARCH

You can find loads of great resources and videos on the heart
and blood vessels by visiting www.medicalmavericks.co.uk/book

What to do to get into this career...

GCSE
Grades A-C in
Maths, English
& Science

A – Levels or
BTEC Biology,
Chemistry
recommended

Top Tip
Check out the range of
courses at University that
would be relevant for this
career and then check what
the entry requirements
are for each of them for a
more accurate picture.

Practitioner
Training
Programme on a
Healthcare Science
BSc degree in
Life Sciences

WIN A STETHOSCOPE

Tweet, Vine or Tag us in a picture of
you with this careers poster and win
a stethoscope!
@MedicMavericks #scienceselfie

A subject
related BSc
University
Degree
Qualification
First or 2:1

Courses to Consider
at University:
Genetics
Immunology
Biomedical Science
Molecular Biology
Cell Biology
Physiology
Biological Science

AMAZING
FACT 2
There are approx. 60,000
miles of blood vessels
in your body! That is
enough to go around the
earth two and bit times!

Scientist
Training
Programme
(STP) on a MSc
Course at
University

Similar Careers to look
for in Life Sciences:
Biochemistry
Pathology
Haematology
Clinical Immunology
Toxicology
Virology

Check out MedicalMavericksTV on
YouTube for loads of amazing videos
on science and the body.

Radiation Safety Physicist
Area of HCS: Clinical Engineering & Medical Physics
Pay scale: Band 4-7 (£18k-£55k)

AMAZING FACT

The hyoid bone in your throat is the only bone in
your body not attached to any other. (See below)

A key tool in treating patients is using techniques that can be used
to get different images of patient from x-rays to using radioactive
dyes. It’s the job of these guys to make sure all the equipment and
chemicals are safe for use, both for the patient and the doctor carrying
out the procedure.
You shall work alongside a host of special areas in a hospital from
acute medicine to radiology.
Techniques and research are always changing and you will have the
chance to work with some of the most innovative pieces of equipment.

HAVE YOU CONSIDERED?

If you are interested in physics, imaging or even radiation, there are several other careers for you
to consider. Check out Radiotherapist, Radiographer as well as a Clinical Pharmaceutical Scientist.

What to do to get into this career...

GCSE
Grades A-C in
Maths, English
& Science

A – Levels or
BTEC Biology,
Chemistry
recommended

A subject
related BSc
University
Degree
Qualification
First or 2:1

Scientist
Training
Programme
(STP) on a MSc
Course at
University

Top Tip
Check out the range of
courses at University
that would be relevant
for this career and
then check what the
entry requirements are
for each of them for a
more accurate picture.

Practitioner
Training
Programme on a
Healthcare Science
BSc degree in
Life Sciences

WIN A STETHOSCOPE

Tweet, Vine or Tag us in a picture of
you with this careers poster and win
a stethoscope!
@MedicMavericks #scienceselfie

To find a Healthcare
Science degree and the
Uni’s that teach them, visit
the Student Zone on the
Medical Mavericks website
www.medicalmavericks.co.uk
or scan this QR code to
take you straight there.

Check out MedicalMavericksTV on
YouTube for loads of amazing videos
on science and the body.

